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One of the beauties of Cracked was how a very smart person could write any sort of prose. Today if you are new to Cracked you go in thinking of yourself as an author, youre not going to write an article because theres no way youre going to have the time to do it, even if you did, why would anyone ever publish it? thats not how
it worked back then. The best part was that they didnt have any problem at all getting writers and youd regularly see excellent words like beautiful, interesting and creative. You werent just writing an article, you were writing in the manner of a really good author. Thats what a Cracked article is. I was asked in advanced if my
mum, who was dying of cancer, was going to show up. Since people were willing to give me ludicrous amounts of money, I agreed to do it and it turned out to be the most fabulous experience I ever had. The person on the other end of the phone line was completely trustworthy and kind, and was giving this reward out to help
bring a little joy into her life. The money was spread around between family and a good cause. She has told us to email anybody who wants to help. Cracked co-founder Robert 'Big Daddy' Krakowski is one of them. Its all pretty simple: if you give me money, you get your name mentioned. Unrelated: for those of you that can

speak/understand Hebrew, my non-profit has partnered with B'Nai Israel for the past year to purchase 5,000 copies of Avraham Avinu, and B'Nai Israel is giving them away to people who donate. Its a translation of the Tanakh into Hebrew, and its a beautiful, gorgeous volume that really can be read by anyone. It just came out.
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deep-sea training: on june 9, 1941 three u-boats u-130, u-402 and u-124 were sent to the mediterranean and used this as their base. u-130 commenced the experiment on june 19 and on the 26th both u-402 and u-123 went on this cruise. they would take with them various types of apparatus. when kapitnleutnant guttmann and
the mechanical man left u-402 on july 2, they had the zeiss h.w.l. wateroscope with their board, the gear neutralizer, bomb rack, 10 depth charges and a depth-charge contact. two other u-boats joined the experiment and three more were sent at a later stage. sinking of hms primrose on january 12, 1942: on this day the british

vessel primrose was sunk north of the azores. the action was reported as having been shared between u-boats u-232 and u-359. a message from the latter reported that the vessel had been seen by u-232 at 14.00 gmt. u-232 took on the prize crew and then a few minutes later (14.15) sank her by firing four torpedoes. a
prisoner in u-359 said that the neutrally charged shells were being fired with little or no apparent control. it was possible to stand on the deck head and listen to the rumbling. submarine torpedo practice at gisela on 29th january 1942: on this day the test was reported to have been successful and that the torpedo control had

been proven. the charges had run for a distance of 13,525 yards and would in future be used to test the known characteristics of the torpedoes. the use of charges was continued until february 10 and then stopped until march 3 when the same experimental torpedoes were tested with live ammunition. 5ec8ef588b
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